

READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read at least 3-4

Don’t forget to practise your spellings

Practise your times tables, up to

times a week. Ask an adult to

weekly. These will be tested on a

write in your Reading Journal.

Thursday.

Research and create an information poster

3pts

Find 3 different images of Maya people

Complete 3 different Mathletics activities
have completed).

2pts



decorate it with some Maya art.


Re-write a Maya legend in your own



Murderous Mayans
Create a word search or crossword about

2pts

the Maya.


Bouncing Spotlight Investigation

4pts

You will need: a ball, torch, mirror and a

parts of the room. Keeping the torch in

Friday. You should

that the light can always shine on the

spend no longer than

ball? Write up your findings with a
diagram.
objects. Videos can be emailed to the
Office!

3pts

30 mins/1 hour per
week on an activity.

Write a short story including all of

4pts



Write a prayer about Trust.

2pts



Write about a time that you showed

2pts

our value of Trust. You can take a
photo, video yourself or be as

Complete 1 of these

homework in on a

one place can you move the mirror so

Create a video to explain how we see

mix homework

handing the completed

Experiment: Place the ball in different



This is your pick and

activities each week,

dark room.

2pts

your spelling words.
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legend).

Make a Christmas decoration that can
go up in our classroom.

4pts

words (remember to include the title of the



3pts

(you can printscreen proof of what you

learn about them from each image.
Create a model of a Maya pyramid and

2pts

this term.

2pts

or artefacts and tell me what you can


Create a ‘shape of the word’ sheet for
the spellings you have found trickiest

of the Gods that they worshipped.


Rockstars log in is in your
Reading Journal.



about the Maya religious beliefs and some

12 x 12. Your Times Table

creative as you like!


Create a book review about your

3pts

favourite book (this can be presented
as creatively as you like!)
Homework Certificates
Bronze – 9 points, Silver – 13 points,
Gold – 19 points, Platinum – 25 points

